
 

Track and Field parent guide: Equipment 

 

What is so special about track and field shoes?: Track shoes are lighter and have better traction than shoes made for other 

sports. Proper training shoes help prevent injury! Spikes and event specific shoes (long jump, high jump, thowing, pole vault, etc) are 

made for increased speed and responsiveness. Distance and middle distance spikes have increased padding and are more flexible .  

Must my child wear spikes?: Although they are not mandatory, spikes (especially for competition outdoors) will help your 

daughters run faster provide more traction for both running and field events. If you’re worried about the cost, more money sh ould be 

invested in good training shoes, as they run and train in those every day. Good spikes can be bought for less than $50 at running 

specialty stores.  

Can we use our previously purchased spikes (from last year or cross country) and training shoes for track and 

field?: Training shoes should be replaced every year or every 300-500 miles run. Spikes, depending on quality and use, could probably 

last a little longer than that. 

What is the proper size spike for my daughter’s shoe?: During indoor season, many facilities don’t allow the use of metal 

implements (spikes) on the track. However, we compete in 3 meets that DO allow the girls to use spikes. They will either use 1/8” or 

1/4” spikes on these tracks. They will also use the 1/4” spikes outdoors. Athletes should stock up on both sizes, as well as invest in a 

spike wrench.  

What should my daughter do if she gets blisters from her shoes?: Make sure shoes fit properly! To ensure this, training shoes 

and competition shoes are best purchased at a running specialty store. Poor socks also contribute, as well as not tying the shoe properly. 

Again, if your athlete buys her shoes at a running store, they can help to ensure all equipment is correct and ensure your athlete knows 

how to properly use and tie everything to help prevent injury. 

What should my athlete wear for practice and competition?: For practice indoors, we encourage athletes to wear running 

shorts, capris pants, or running tights with a t-shirt. Once outdoor hits, we encourage athletes to keep lots of layers in their athletic 

lockers. Track and field weather in Illinois is fickle, and often cold and wet. They should have hats, gloves, long pants, long sleeve 

shirts, sweatshirts and/or fleece for all outdoor practices! It’s better to have too much gear than not enough. Athletes WILL 

GET INJURED if they are not properly dressed! You cannot properly warm up your body for practice or competition if you are 

not dressed appropriately. They should also keep extra gear, including an umbrella or rain jacket, in their bags for meets as  weather 

often changes quickly. Cold gear (like Under Armour) is also encouraged for outdoor competition season. Running in a 

tank top and shorts can get very cold in meets in April. 

Anything else my athlete needs?: In addition to everything mentioned above, a good sports bra, proper socks and laces, calf 

sleeves (if necessary) and a watch are always helpful.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

**Adapted from Dick Pond Athletics – St. Charles – Track and Field Parent Guide 


